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Directions:  

For this part, you are allowed 30 minutes to write on the topic Changes in the Ways of Transportation. You should write at 

least 120 words but no more than 180 words. 

 

 [参考范文] 

Changes in the Ways of Transportation 

Transportation is closely bound up with our everyday lives. In the 21st century, with the growing cross-border travel 

and longer commuting, modern people ask for a more flexible choice and higher speed of transportation. In this 

circumstance, the ways of transportation are continuously being changed and upgraded.  

First and foremost, an assortment of transportation is diversifying. For example, besides buses and trains, people can 

choose high-speed railways and subways as their transportation tools. In recent years, Chinese entrepreneurs also invented a 

new mode called “shared bicycle”, which provides flexible choices for short-distance transport.  

In addition, the ways of transportation are combined with advanced technology nowadays. To be more specific, online 

ticketing service are widely adopted by the airplane and high-speed trains, while QR-code has become a normal way to 

take the subway. It gives us a more comfortable and efficient experience. 

In a nutshell, we are so lucky to live in such a modern world with various transportation means and high-tech 

technologies to choose from. Hence, we should embrace the changes in the way of transportation and make full use of them.  

(180 words) 
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For this part, you are allowed 30 minutes to write on the topic Changes in the Ways of Education. You should write at least 

120 words but no more than 180 words. 

 

 [参考范文] 

Changes in the Ways of Education. 

Education has always been the focus of attention. In the 21st century, as the networking technology advances rapidly, 

people combine education with live streaming technology and electronic devices. And, the ways of education keep 

changing.  

First and foremost, the online lesson has found its way into people’s daily lives, which features the advantage of low 

cost and high efficiency, because it breaks the limit of time and geographic location. Advanced technology also provides 

online learners with diversified functions to interact with teachers, and that’s why online lessons are in full swing nowadays.  

In addition, many families regard extracurricular courses as a way to give children an edge. For example, after-class 

training agencies catch on well in some first-tier cities. Besides regular courses like math and English, some special lessons 

such as programming courses and brain-training are also drawing people’s attention. It is a good supplement to schooling.  

 In a nutshell, we are so lucky to live in such a modern world with various learning moods and high-tech devices to 

choose from. Hence, we should embrace the changes in the way of education and make full use of them.  

(186 words) 
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For this part, you are allowed 30 minutes to write on the topic Changes in the Ways of Communication. You should write 

at least 120 words but no more than 180 words. 

 

 [参考范文] 

Changes in the Ways of Communication 

In such a high-connected society, communication is closely bound up with our everyday lives. As technology advances, 

the internet, intelligent-artificial and 5G communication technology have found their ways into people’s daily lives. In this 

case, the ways of communication are continuously changing and upgrading.  

First and foremost, an assortment of communication is diversifying. In the contemporary world, long distance is no 

more a barrier for people, as we can choose a variety of ways of communication, including SMS and video chat. Besides, 

multiple social networking applications provide people chances to interact with like-minded strangers on the internet.  

In addition, advanced technology has greatly cut the cost of communication and improve its convenience. For instance, 

cellphones, once a luxury, have already become affordable necessities nowadays. The young generation can hardly imagine 

those old days when letters were the only way to connect with people far away. 

In a nutshell, we are so lucky to live in such a modern world with various communication means and high-tech devices 

to choose from. Hence, we should embrace the changes in the way of communication and make full use of them.  

(188 words) 

 

      

 

 


